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A B S T R A C T 

‘Bare collapse’, the collapse of a bare stellar core into a neutron star with a very small mass ejection links two seemingly 

unrelated phenomena: the formation of binary neutron star (BNS) systems and the observations of fast and luminous optical 
transients. We carried out calculations of the collapse due to electron-capture of both evolutionary and synthetic isentropic bare 
stellar cores. We find that the collapse results in the formation of a light ∼1.3M � neutron star and an ejection of ∼0.1M � at 
∼0.1 c . The outer shell of the ejecta is composed of 56 Ni that can power an ultra-stripped supernova. The models we explored 

can explain most of the observed fast optical flares but not the brightest ones. Collapse of cores surrounded by somewhat more 
massiv e env elopes can produce larger amounts of 56 Ni and e xplain brighter flares. Alternativ ely, those ev ents can arise due to 

interaction of the very energetic ejecta with winds that were ejected from the progenitor a few days before the collapse.There 
are no data bases used. 

Key words: stars: neutron – (stars) pulsars: general – (stars) supernovae: general – transients: supernovae. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

umerous evidence accumulated o v er the years for the existence of
wo channels for neutron star (NS) formation (Podsiadlowski et al. 
004 ; Piran & Shaviv 2005 ; van den Heuvel 2007 , 2011 ; Beniamini
 Piran 2016 ; Tauris et al. 2017 ). The main channel involves the

ollapse of a massive star whose envelope is ejected in a powerful
upernova (SN). If more than half of the mass of a binary system is
jected during the SN of the secondary, as would be the case in the SN
f a massive star with an NS companion, the binary will be disrupted
nless the collapse involves a kick in the right direction. The resulting
inary systems will have a large eccentricity and a significant proper 
otion. Ho we ver, two-thirds of binary neutron star (BNS) systems

ave low eccentricity and small proper motion (Beniamini & Piran 
016 ). This requires a second formation channel that operates in 
he majority of BNS systems. In this channel, the second NS forms
ithout a significant mass ejection and with no kick, e.g. via an

lectron-capture SNe (Podsiadlowski et al. 2004 ). We refer to this
hannel as ‘bare collapse’. 

The disco v ery of the binary pulsar system PSR J0737 −3039
Burgay et al. 2003 ; Lyne et al. 2004 ) confirmed this picture (Piran &
haviv 2005 ). The orbital parameters of the system (small separation, 

ow eccentricity, and location in the Galactic plane) implied that the 
ulsar J0737 −3039B had a very small m < 1.4–1.5M � progenitor 
nd it was born with very little, < 0.1M �, mass ejection and with
o kick. 1 Observations of the predicted very small proper motion, 
0 km s −1 (Kramer et al. 2006 ; Deller, Bailes & Tingay 2009 ),
onfirmed this scenario. The rate of these events, as inferred from the
 E-mail: Ron.Mor@mail.huji.ac.il (RM); tsvi@phys.huji.ac.il (TP) 
 Detailed calculations suggested that the progenitor of pulsar B, just before 
he collapse, had a mass of ≈1.37M � surrounded by a tenuous envelope of 
ighter elements of 0.1–0.16M � (Dall’Osso, Piran & Shaviv 2014 ). 
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raction of binary pulsars from the total number of pulsars, suggests
hat bare collapses require unique progenitors (occurring for example 
n a very narrow mass range or specific metallicity) or unique process
aking place during the binary evolution prior to the collapse (Tauris
t al. 2017 ). 

The very small mass ejection inferred in particular in PSR 0737–
039, but also indirectly in the majority of Galactic binary pulsars,
uggests that these events can lead to fast optical transients powered
y 56 Ni radioactiv e decay. F or large brightness and short duration,
he requirements are that a sufficiently large fraction of the ejected

ass is 56 Ni and that the ejection velocity is large enough. Such
ast optical transients (see e.g. Drout et al. 2014 ; Arcavi et al. 2016 ;
ursiainen et al. 2018 ) are characterized by a fast rise time of a few
ays and a peak luminosity comparable but typically somewhat lower 
han regular SNe. The fast rise time limits the mass ejection involved
nd in many cases the inferred mass is smaller than the amount of
6 Ni needed to explain the luminosity (Arcavi et al. 2016 ). Ho we ver,
hese estimates assume a regular SN behaviour. Bare collapses ejecta 
ight be different. 
In this work, we simulate the collapse of a bare stellar core for

oth evolutionary (Jones et al. 2013 ; Tauris, Langer & Podsiadlowski
015 ) and isentropic initial conditions. We use a modified version of
he hydrodynamics code VULCAN (Livne 1993 ), which includes both 
uclear reaction chain and neutrino transport. We show that these 
are collapse produces NSs while causing low mass ejection, hence 
onsistent with the formation channel of most BNS systems. We 
ocus on calculations of the ejected mass and its composition and
elocity. Using these results we estimate the optical transient that 
rises from the 56 Ni decay within this ejecta. The paper is structured
s follows. We begin with a re vie w of pre vious work in Section 2 .
his work is divided to two groups. The first deals mostly with the
ollapse and the subsequent mass ejection, while the second deals 
ith the nucleosynthesis and the resulting ultra-stripped SN light 

urve. We continue in Section 3 with a description of our methods.

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-7486-339X
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-7964-5420
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2 This specifically refers to the shock mechanism, which caused only 10 −4 M �
ejected. 
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n Section 4 , we present our results concerning the collapse and
he nucleosynthesis within the ejecta. In Section 5 , we describe the
esulting optical transient and compare it to observations. We discuss
he results in Section 6 . We conclude and summarize in Section 7 . In
ppendix A , we discuss the effect of neutrinos. 

 A  BRIEF  SUMMARY  O F  EARLIER  WO R K  

lectron capture supernova (ECSN) takes place when electron
apture, i.e. e + p → n + νe , reduces the electron de generac y pressure
n a O-Ne-Mg degenerate core of a massive star leading to collapse.
n accretion-induced collapse (AIC), a white dwarf (WD) accretes
ass from a companion star, until it reaches the Chandrasekhar mass

nd collapses. Depending on details of the progenitor, AIC results in
ither an NS and a possible ejection of a small fraction of the star’s
ass, or in a Type Ia SN. 
From a computational point of view, but not from an astrophysical

ne, the ECSN of a bare core in which almost all the stellar envelope
as lost via winds or due to interaction with a companion prior

o the collapse is very similar to AIC (when it does not result
n a Type Ia SN). In both cases, a progenitor of approximately
handrasekhar mass collapses, and once the collapse begins the

riggering mechanism is forgotten and the collapse is driven by
lectron capture at the centre. The questions concerned with bare
ollapse deal both with the nature of the progenitor and the collapse
rocess itself. We divide the discussion accordingly. 

.1 Progenitor models 

etermination of the progenitors for bare collapse is a complicated
tellar evolution issue. The critical phase occurs at the very last stages
f the stars’ lifetimes that are evolving at extreme speed. We do not
ddress this question in this work and we use evolutionary initial
onfigurations by Jones et al. ( 2013 ), Tauris, Langer & Podsiadlowski
 2015 ) as well as isentropic progenitor models. 

Nomoto ( 1984 , 1987 ) evolved helium cores of massive stars in
he range ∼8–10M �. In all cases, an O-Ne-Mg core was formed.
n the M tot = 10.4M � case, the core exceeded the critical mass for
eon ignition (1.37M �). Ho we ver, in the lighter cases, the cores did
ot reach neon ignition. Instead, electron capture took place and the
ystems ended up in ECSNe. 

Jones et al. ( 2013 ) revisited the evolution of 8–10M � stars. They
volved stars with initial mass 8.2, 8.7, 8.75, 8.8, 9.5, 12M �. Their
alculations showed that the 8.2M � star evolved into a stable O-Ne-
g WD, while the 9.5M � and 12M � stars ended their lives in Type

I Fe core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe). It was unclear if the 8.7M �
tar evolved into a stable WD or induced an ECSN. However, the
.75M � and 8.8M � stars ended as stripped bare O-Ne-Mg cores and
ollapsed in ECSN. These results suggest that the promising range
f single-star progenitors for stripped ECSNe is narrow, with initial
ass 8.7M � ≤ M ≤ 9.5M �. 
Tauris et al. ( 2015 ) presented a systematic investigation of the

rogenitor evolution leading to ultra-stripped SNe, i.e. SNe whose
rogenitors are stellar cores with extremely low helium envelope
ass < 0.2M �. Progenitors of this kind can exist in close binaries in
hich tidal stripping by the companion star alters the evolution sig-
ificantly (see e.g. Podsiadlowski et al. 2004 ). The initial masses of
he stars considered by Tauris et al. ( 2015 ) are therefore significantly
maller than the initial masses discussed for single stars. Tauris et al.
 2015 ) evolved systems of a 2.5–3.5M � He-star with a 1.35M � NS
ompanion, with different orbit periods. They found that ECSN only
NRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
ccurred in a limited range of progenitor mass, M He = 2.60–2.95M �,
epending on the orbit’s period. 

.2 Collapse simulations 

he collapse of Chandrasekhar mass degenerate cores was calculated
arlier mostly in the context of AIC. Ho we ver, from a computational
oint of view, AIC is similar to our scenario. Woosley & Baron
 1992 ) considered a progenitor of C-O white dwarf of initial mass
.1M � which was obtained from Nomoto ( 1986 ). The WD slowly
ccreted mass up to approximately the Chandrasekhar limit and
hen collapsed. The calculations did not reach a very late stage
n the simulation, hence they found only a tiny amount of ejected

ass ( ≈10 −4 M �) during the prompt phase of the collapse, but they
stimated that the neutrino-driven wind will eject about 0.01M �. 

Using the same progenitor, Fryer et al. ( 1999 ) found later mass
jection of 0.1–0.3M � under various assumptions on input physics:
quation of state (EOS), neutrino physics, and relativistic effects.
hey found that apart from the EOS, none of the parameters
ignificantly changed the amount of ejected mass, which varied by
actors of at most 3. As for the effects of the EOS, they showed that
hanges in the EOS explain the difference between their results (as
ell as other similar results such as those of Hillebrandt, Nomoto &
olff 1984 and Mayle & Wilson 1988 ) of ∼0.1M � mass ejection,

nd the results of Woosley & Baron ( 1992 ) which used the same
rogenitor but failed to eject a significant amount of mass by the
hock mechanism. 2 

Most recently, Sharon & Kushnir ( 2020 ) used a modified version
f the VULCAN 1D code Livne ( 1993 ) to calculate AIC, of a synthetic
handrasekhar-mass star, with an isentropic core in a hydrostatic
quilibrium, focusing on an accurate treatment of the EOS. They
ound an ejected mass of a few × 10 −2 M � with an outflow velocity
f 0.15–0.3 c , and the ejecta was composed mainly of 56 Ni. With
o neutrino transport the initial Y e = 0.5 was kept throughout their
alculations, and as we will see later this results in all the ejecta being
6 Ni. 

As we focus on mass ejection it is worth noting that these earlier
tudies revealed three main mechanisms for mass ejection in ECSN
nd AIC (Fryer et al. 1999 ). First, in the prompt mechanism, the
onverging collapse shock bounces off the core, and the resulting
iverging shock ejects the outer shells. Second, in the delayed-
eutrino mechanism, the bounced shock initially stalls. Ho we ver,
fter 20–200 ms, the shock re vi ves due to neutrino heating and
rives mass ejection. Lastly, in the neutrino-driven wind mechanism,
eutrino emission by the the newly formed hot proto-neutron star
PNS) is absorbed in the outer (less dense) layers of the star, causing
ass ejection. 

.3 Nucleosynthesis and light-cur v e calculations 

 different route to understanding ultra-stripped SNe is to investigate
he long-term expansion of the ejecta and compute the resulting light
urve. Such works do not follow the dynamics of the progenitor
hrough its collapse. Instead, in such works a large amount of energy
s injected to the outer shell of the progenitor, which then drives the

ass ejection. The detailed nucleosynthesis and the light curve are
omputed in post-processing methods after the hydrodynamic calcu-
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ation. This method is often referred to as e xplosiv e nucleosynthesis
imulations. 

Moriya et al. ( 2017 ) have used this method to compute the
ucleosynthesis and light curve by the collapse of an ultra-stripped 
rogenitor computed by Tauris et al. ( 2013 ). The progenitor was
nitially a 2.9M � He star, evolved as a binary of a 1.35M � NS.

oriya et al. ( 2017 ) found that 56 Ni of mass ≈0.03M � was formed
n the ejecta, and that the rise time of the bolometric light curve was
–10 d. The progenitor they used is similar to one of the progenitors
e use by Tauris et al. ( 2015 ). 
Most recently, Sawada, Kashiyama & Suwa ( 2022 ) have per- 

ormed e xplosiv e nucleosynthesis simulations of C-O progenitors of 
ore mass 1.45–2M � computed by Suwa et al. ( 2015 ). For the lighter
rogenitors, they found that 0.01–0.02M � of 56 Ni was synthesized 
n the ejecta, and the light curves had rise times of a few days. 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 The o v erall scheme 

e use the VULCAN code (Livne 1993 ), with some modifications, 
o carry out one-dimensional simulations, including hydrodynamics, 
eutrino transport, and nuclear burning. The hydrodynamics is non- 
elativistic, and its scheme is explicit and Lagrangian. We used an 
daptive mesh refinement (AMR) mechanism to allow a dynamical 
efinement of the mesh in the important regions. AMR was mainly 
sed to decrease the resolution of the newly formed NS after bounce,
nd to increase the resolution in the ejected mass at late times. The
nitial grid in our standard simulations consists of 2842 cells, about 
alf of them describe the inner ∼1.2M � which eventually remains 
ound, and the remaining cells describe the outer envelop. In this
nitial grid, the cell mass was equal to 10 −3 M � for most of the star,
here the cells at the outer region of the progenitor were increasingly

maller in mass, as low as 5 × 10 −5 M �. At later times, once the PNS
as formed and no longer affects the ejecta, we gradually reduce 
he resolution of it to ∼100 cells. We checked convergence by 
educing the resolution with respect to two main parameters, first 
ncreasing the size of the numerical cells in the initial grid, and
econdly increasing the maximal allowed size of a numerical cell in 
he AMR mechanism. Reducing the resolution by a factor of few with
espect to these parameters did not change our qualitative results. For
he isentropic progenitor (see Section 4.1 ), in either resolution a PNS
as formed, with ejection of ∼0.1M �, with similar composition. 
uantitatively, the results varied by up to 10–20 per cent. 

.2 The equation of state 

he densities in the collapse vary from 

3 ∼10 5 to � 10 14 g cm 

−3 . We
se two different EOSs for the different thermodynamical regimes. 
or high densities, namely the part of the progenitor which eventually 
esults as part of the NS, we use a tabulated EOS for nuclear material.
he EOS is based on tables originally provided by Shen et al.
 1998a , b ). 4 The EOS table (compiled by O’Connor & Ott 2010 )
tilizes the relativistic mean field theory, and calculates the EOS for
omogeneous nuclear matter, as well as for inhomogeneous matter 
sing the Thomas–Fermi approximation. The matter is assumed to 
e in NSE, and to be comprised of a mixture of neutrons, protons,
lpha-particles, a single species of heavy nuclei, and leptons. For 
 At late times of the expansion of the ejecta, even lower densities are obtained. 
 This EOS was also used in Sharon & Kushnir ( 2020 ). 

i
t  

m  

e  
he lower densities, namely the part of the progenitor which is
ater ejected, we use the EOS of degenerate electrons gas with 
ree ions. 

.3 Neutrino transport 

he neutrino transport scheme (based on an unpublished work of 
li Livne) solves the transport equation implicitly in the co-moving 

rame, adequately treating transparent regions and opaque ones. The 
cheme is inherently built to approach the diffusion method for 
paque regions, and the discrete-ordinates method S n for transparent 
e gions. F or the S n method, we usually used five azimuthal partitions,
.e. n = 5, but we checked n > 5 as well and found no significant
ifferences in the results. The neutrinos cross-sections were taken 
rom Burrows, Reddy & Thompson ( 2006 ). We used 18 energy
roups for the neutrinos, with the bin centres between 0.5 and 286.3
eV, with a logarithmic spacing of the size of the energy bins. The

ize of the k th energy bin is ≈1.29 k − 1 MeV. 
In our simulations, we considered only νe and ν̄e . We estimate the

ffect of the νν and ντ fla v ours to be insignificant for the results we are
nterested in. These neutrinos are not involved in nuclear interactions 
hat change the electron fraction. Furthermore, their absorption cross 
ections are weaker, reducing their impact on the ejecta. We expect
hat the main effect of these neutrinos would be enhancing the cooling
ate in the late phase of the process, once the NS forms. 

.4 Nuclear chain 

uclear burning was calculated using reactions rates based on 
auscher & Thielemann ( 2000 , 2001 ) with a network of 54 isotopes.
e validated the nuclear burning results using SKYNET (Lippuner & 

oberts 2017 ) as discussed in Section 4.1.1 . 

.5 The progenitors 

umerous possible progenitors may evolve in different stellar 
volution environments, during the last period of star’s lifetime as 
iscussed in Section 2.1 . We do not solve this question here, but
ather consider two different types of progenitors, namely synthetic 
sentropic progenitors, and evolutionary progenitors obtained from 

etailed stellar evolution studies. We show that the results for both
ypes are similar. This allows us to use the isentropic progenitors as
 generic model. 

Our first type of progenitor is isentropic Chandrasekhar-mass WDs 
n hydrostatic equilibrium. For our standard simulations we used 
 progenitor with a central density of 2.2 × 10 10 g cm 

−3 and a
entral temperature of 1.8 × 10 9 K. Fig. 1 shows the thermodynamic
roperties of the progenitor. 
A second progenitor was evolved by Jones et al. ( 2013 ) from He

ore of a 8.75M � star (see Section 2.1 ). It is a degenerate core of
ass 1.37M �, most of it composed mainly of 16 O and 20 Ne, where

he outer 0.02M � is composed mainly of 12 C with some 16 O, 20 Ne,
nd 24 Mg. Fig. 1 shows the initial profile. It has a central density of
.27 × 10 10 g cm 

−3 and a central temperature of 1.75 × 10 9 K, similar
o our standard isentropic star. At its initial state, the progenitor
s at the onset of collapse after electron capture has very mildly
tarted at its centre. The initial electron fraction of the progenitor is
lightly smaller than 0.5 for most of the star. The material has small
nward velocities, but the kinetic energy is negligible compared to 
he gravitational energy of the resulting NS. As a test, we performed

inor adjustments to the initial profile so it would be in hydrostatic
quilibrium. The results of the collapse of this adjusted profile were
MNRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. Initial density (full lines) and temperature (dashed lines) for the 
isentropic progenitor (blue), and for the evolutionary progenitors of Jones 
et al. ( 2013 ) (orange) and Tauris et al. ( 2015 ) (green). The density profiles 
for the isentropic progenitor and for the progenitor of Jones et al. ( 2013 ) are 
almost identical. 
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Figure 2. Trajectories of mass elements for the isentropic progenitor. Bounce 
and shock breakout occur at t ≈ 0.12 s and t ≈ 0.2 s, respectively. 
Approximately 0.08–0.1M � is ejected off the star immediately, and additional 
0.02–0.04M � is ejected o v er ≈1 s. 

Figure 3. Velocity versus mass coordinate at different times. The ejecta 
accelerates during the first ≈0.7 s and then expands homologously, with 
velocities between 0.05 c and 0.1 c for most of the ejecta. 
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5 Additional 3 × 10 −3 M � are ejected at later times, mostly around ∼2 s (not 
shown in Fig. 2 ), due to additional neutrino-driven wind. 
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ery similar to the results of the original profile, and we do not discuss
t further in this work. 

We also consider a third progenitor calculated by Tauris et al.
 2015 ). This progenitor arises as a result of a binary evolution, as
iscussed in Section 2.1 . It is considerably less dense compared to
he other progenitors we examined, with the central density lower by
 factor of ∼100 than the central density of the progenitor found by
ones et al. ( 2013 ) for the single evolution. Fig. 1 shows the density
nd temperature profiles of the main three progenitors we used in
his work. 

 RESULTS  

.1 Isentr opic pr ogenitor 

e discuss the main results of our simulation for the isentropic
rogenitor. The star is initially in hydrostatic equilibrium. As electron
aptures occurs spontaneously at the centre, a region of low Y e 

xpands from the centre of the star outwards, and the value of Y e 

ecreases in time as electron capture keeps occurring. This causes
n instantaneous reduction of the pressure due to the removal of
egenerate electrons. This process continues and induces the collapse
f material towards the centre of the star. Eventually, material
ounces back from the centre as nuclear densities are achieved,
aunching a diverging shock wave that ejects the outermost layers. 

Fig. 2 depicts mass elements trajectories as a function of time. We
ee that the star starts its collapse immediately. At t ≈ 0.12 s the
ounce occurs and the diverging shock wave forms. Shock breakout
ccurs at t ≈ 0.2 s and the outermost layer of the star is ejected.
he remnant is a compact star of mass ≈1.24M � which is initially
t radius ≈40 km. It is a PNS which is still very hot, and so has a
ather large radius. It takes for the PNS tens of seconds to achieve
 standard NS radius, and we will discuss the late time evolution of
he PNS in Section 4.1.2 . 

.1.1 The ejected mass 

bout 0.08–0.1M � is ejected immediately due to the shock, at t ≈
.2 s. Later on, a smaller amount of 0.02–0.04M � is ejected o v er
NRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
 period of ≈1 s in a decreasing rate. 5 We attribute this ejection to
eutrino absorption and the neutrino-driven wind mechanism. Fig. 3
hows the velocity profiles of the ejected mass at different times.
e see that the ejected mass accelerates up to time ≈0.7 s, and then

xpands homologously. Most of the ejected mass travels at a small
ange of velocities, starting from 1.5 × 10 9 cm s −1 at the inner regions
f the ejecta, up to 3 × 10 9 cm s −1 for the outermost re gions. A tin y
mount of mass (about 10 −3 M �) expands at up to about 7 × 10 9 

m s −1 . 
The ejecta contains at the time of shock breakout, t ≈ 0.2 s, only

eutrons, protons, and alpha particles. The temperatures behind the
hock, at this time, are between ≈3 MeV for the inner parts of
he ejecta and ≈1 MeV for the outer parts. The temperatures are
o high that nuclei heavier than 4 He disintegrate. The densities of
he inner regions of the ejecta are at this time a few times 10 10 

art/stac2775_f1.eps
art/stac2775_f2.eps
art/stac2775_f3.eps
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Figure 4. Electron fraction profile of the outer 0.1M � of the ejecta, by the 
VULCAN simulation (blue) and the SKYNET simulations (orange). The match 
is o v erall e xcellent, and the re gion of Y e ≈ 0.5 corresponds to the region 
where 56 Ni is formed. 
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Figure 5. The abundance of 56 Ni, 58 Ni, 4 He, and 56 Fe for the outer 0.225M �
of the ejecta, by our full VULCAN simulation (full lines) and by SKYNET 

(dashed lines). The results are almost identical for the 56 Ni, 58 Ni, and 4 He 
abundance. 56 Fe that appears in the VULCAN results does not form in the 
SKYNET simulations in which the lower Y e region comprises of many different 
iron peak isotopes that are not part of our standard VULCAN nuclear network. 
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 cm 

−3 , and these regions are comprised mostly of neutrons. Upon
hock breakout, the material expands and cools. Starting from the 
utermost layer, and proceeding inwards as time progresses, heavier 
lements, in particular 56 Ni, form as the ejecta expands and so its
ensity and temperature decrease. This stage occurs at densities of 
10 7 g cm 

−3 and temperatures of ∼0.5 MeV, slightly larger for the
nner ejecta compared to the outer ejecta. For each mass element, the
urning phase is very short. The composition freezes out once the 
emperature and density drop slightly below this range. 

At t ≈ 0.6 s the composition of all of the ejecta freezes. The outer
0.02M � of the ejecta has Y e ≈ 0.5 (see Fig. 4 ). This region has
uch lower density than the rest of the ejecta. Therefore, electron 

apture is substantially lower and Y e does not change from its initial
.5 value. 56 Ni is the most abundant isotope in NSE composition of
elatively dense matter with Y e = 0.5 (partially because its nucleus 
as the same number of protons and neutrons). Hence 56 Ni forms in
his outermost region. 56 Ni was created only at this very outer shell
f the ejecta, which has important observational implications (see 
ection 5 ). The total 56 Ni mass was ≈0.02M �. The composition of

he ejected mass is shown in Fig. 5 , where we focus on the outermost
art of the ejecta, which is the region that 56 Ni was formed at and
hat was validated using SKYNET (see later). In a small inner shell
e see a peak of 58 Ni. The rest of the ejecta, which is most of it,
as Y e ≈ 0.4 (see Fig. 4 ). In our VULCAN simulations 56 Fe is created
n this low Y e region, but detailed nucleosynthesis calculations using 
KYNET (see later) show that the composition in this region is more
omplicated and comprises of many iron group isotopes. 

VULCAN employs a rather large network of 54 isotopes. Ho we ver,
t is clearly somewhat limited. We validated the VULCAN results using
KYNET (Lippuner & Roberts 2017 ), which includes 7836 isotopes 
nd about 93 000 reactions. We used the thermodynamic trajectories 
f different mass elements from the VULCAN simulation as an input 
o SKYNET , which solved the nuclear reaction equations. To account 
or the neutrino history of the mass elements, we assumed that the
eutrinos were emitted at a time-dependent rate from a source at the
rigin, as determined by the neutrino luminosity computed in our 
ULCAN simulations. The source is specified by a simplistic assump- 

ion of a Fermi–Dirac distribution with zero chemical potential, with 
n average energy of k B T source , where the temperature determining 
he distribution was taken to be time dependent as well and is defined
s follows. At the early stages after the collapse of up to � 1 s, when
he nucleosynthesis in the ejecta occurs, the PNS is qualitatively 
ivided to two regions – an inner dense core of densities o v er 10 14 

 cm 

−3 , and an outer envelope of much smaller densities that still
ccretes on to the PNS (see Fig. 6 ). We assume that the inner dense
ore does not contribute to the neutrino flux at these early times as
t is opaque, while the outer region is transparent. Therefore, we
verage the temperature only o v er the outer region with densities
 10 14 g cm 

−3 , and define the time-dependent source temperature
y T 4 source ( t) = 

∫ 
outer NS T 

4 ( t, m )d m/ 
∫ 

outer NS d m with respect to the
ccumulating mass coordinate. This assumption mimics the presence 
f the remnant PNS, which is the source of neutrinos during the time
hat nucleosynthesis takes place. 

We obtained an o v erall e xcellent match of Y e between our VULCAN

imulation and the SKYNET simulation, as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5
hows a comparison of the mass fraction of 56 Ni, 58 Ni, 4 He, and 56 Fe
the main isotopes that were obtained in the VULCAN simulations) in
he outer 0.0225M � of the ejecta, as calculated by the VULCAN and the 
KYNET simulations. SKYNET produces a similar composition in this 
utermost region, with 56 Ni being the dominant isotope, confirming 
ULCAN ’s results. In both VULCAN and SKYNET simulations, the 
egion with Y e ≈ 0.5 is precisely where 56 Ni is formed, 6 and the two
rograms agree on the size of this region and its the composition, so
orrespondingly the total amount of 56 Ni in the ejecta is the same. 

.1.2 The neutron star 

he rele v ant time-scale for the PNS to achieve equilibrium is much
onger than the typical time-scale for the ejection of the outer stellar
ayers or for the nucleosynthesis in the ejecta. To explore the later
volution as the PNS turns into a standard NS, we ran a longer
imulation with two main changes. First, the ejecta was remo v ed at
 = 0.4 s. This is late enough for the dynamics of shock breakout
nd the mass ejection to have occurred, so the PNS and the ejecta
MNRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
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Figure 6. Density (top) and temperature (bottom) versus mass for the PNS, 
at different times. It takes a few seconds for the outer region ( ≈0.5M �) of 
the PNS to accrete and reach nuclear densities. At the first few seconds, the 
temperature increases as the PNS evolves and contracts. Then, the PNS heats 
from the middle towards the centre, while cooling off its outer boundary. 
The profiles up to time 5 s were taken from our standard simulation. Later 
profiles were taken from a similar simulation tailored to allow simulating 
long physical times with a reasonable accuracy (see the text). 
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Figure 7. Accumulating mass versus radius, at different times. It takes many 
seconds for the PNS to reach an ordinary NS radius. The profiles at all times 
are taken from our lower resolution simulation (see the text), but the results 
are the same as in our standard simulation. 
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re largely decoupled 7 at this stage and we may focus only on the
NS. Second, the resolution was reduced to allow simulating long
hysical times with a reasonable run time. In this section, we show
esults from our standard simulation up to t = 5 s, and from this
odified simulation for 5 s < t � 30 s. 
Fig. 6 depicts the density and temperature profiles of the PNS for

ifferent times. The inner ≈0.7–0.8M � approaches nuclear density
lmost immediately. This critical point of m ≈ 0.8M � is where
ounce occurred during the collapse at approximately 120 ms. The
uter part of the PNS is initially at densities lower by one to two
rders of magnitude. Even after ∼1 s there are still some dynamics
t this region and matter keeps falling towards the PNS and its
ensity increases. The temperatures range from 3 to 22 MeV peaking
t m ≈ 0.7–0.8M �, where the bounce took place and where we
a w a qualitativ e change in behaviour of the density profile. The
emperatures keep increasing for a while as the gravitational energy
NRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 

 Late neutrino flux influences the ejecta but not the PNS. 

 

t  

i  

≈  
s released due to the contraction of the PNS that is turning into an
rdinary NS. 
The dynamics of the PNS keep going for a long period. The radius

f the PNS, which was approximately 40 km at t ≈ 1 s, decreases
o � 15 km at the latest time of our simulation t ≈ 30 s, see
ig. 7 . The general picture at these late times, which we explain
hortly, is similar to the known theory of PNS (see e.g. Burrows
 Lattimer 1986 ). Neutrinos escaping from the outer shells of the
NS reduce the neutrino radiation pressure and allow the outermost

ayers of the PNS to accrete on the inner PNS core. This causes
he increase in temperature at early times. Next, the hot and opaque
NS heats inwards, while electron capture continuously reduces the
lectron fraction, until a hot NS is formed. Finally, after tens of
econds have passed, the hot NS cools down by neutrino emission
nd the NS becomes more compact. Note that our simulations
ncluded only νe and ν̄e . Inclusion of the νμ and ντ fla v ours could
ccelerate the cooling process (but will not change the qualitative 
ehaviour). 

.2 An evolutionary single-star progenitor 

ext, we simulated the collapse of an evolutionary progenitor
alculated by Jones et al. ( 2013 ). The collapse of this progenitor
esulted in the formation of an NS and a small amount of mass
jection, qualitatively and quantitativ ely v ery similar to the results
iscussed in Section 4.1 . The velocity, mass, composition, and
lectron fraction of the ejecta are very similar for both types of
rogenitors. This similarity is reassuring and shows the robust-
ess of our key result, which is an ejected shell of ≈0.13M �
ravelling at 0.1 c , where the outer 0.02M � shell is composed of
7 per cent 56 Ni. 
Trajectories of mass elements as a function of time are shown

n Fig. 8 . A remnant of 1.23M � is left. Approximately 0.14M � is
jected, most of it immediately after bounce. The ejecta eventually
xpands homologously with velocities of about 2–3 × 10 9 cm s −1 

see Fig. 9 ). As in the case of the isentropic progenitor, a tiny amount
f mass travels at much larger velocities. 
The composition of the outermost region of the ejected mass at

he final time of the simulation, long after it froze out, is shown
n Fig. 10 . As in the isentropic star case, we see an outer shell of

0.02M � which is composed mostly of 56 Ni, followed by a small
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Figure 8. Trajectories of mass elements for the evolutionary single-star 
progenitor of Jones et al. ( 2013 ). Approximately 0.14M � is ejected due 
to the gravitational collapse, leaving a PNS of mass 1.23M �. The results are 
very similar to the case of the isentropic progenitor. 

Figure 9. Velocity profiles of the outermost region of the ejecta at different 
times, for the evolutionary progenitor of Jones et al. ( 2013 ). The results are 
similar to those of the isentropic star. 

Figure 10. The final composition of the ejecta for the evolutionary progenitor 
of Jones et al. ( 2013 ). The results are similar to those of the isentropic star. 

Figure 11. Trajectories of mass elements for the evolutionary binary-star 
progenitor of Tauris et al. ( 2015 ). The collapse was induced by providing 
the progenitor with an inwards velocity. A progenitor of mass ≈1.45M �
collapses, and a PNS of mass 1.24M � is formed. The outer layers of the 
progenitor, as well as the tenuous envelope which did not move significantly 
during the collapse, are ejected. Shock breakout did not occur during the 
entire simulation and is expected at time ≈10 s. The results are similar to 
other progenitors we studied. 
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hell of 58 Ni. Further in, there is a large bulk of 56 Fe, although, as
iscussed in Section 4.1.1 , this 56 Fe bulk is in fact composed of
arious other iron group isotopes. As before, the outer shell in which
he 56 Ni lies has an electron fraction Y e ≈ 0.5, while the main bulk
as lower electron fractions Y e ≈ 0.4. 

.3 An evolutionary binary-star progenitor 

e also simulated the collapse of a progenitor calculated by Tauris
t al. ( 2015 ) which was evolved as a binary companion of an NS.
his progenitor has a slightly larger mass of ≈1.45M � (including 

ts tenuous envelope). In their work, Tauris et al. ( 2015 ) evolved
he progenitor using the BEC code, which is usually suitable to
ollo w the e volution only up to a fe w tens of years prior to the
nset of gravitational collapse (Moriya et al. 2017 ). Continuing 
he evolution, using different codes, shows that the density of the
rogenitor increases significantly until it collapses (c.f. M ̈uller et al.
018 ). Consequently, the initial configuration described in Tauris 
t al. ( 2015 ) is much larger and has a significantly lower density
ompared to the other cases we studied. Therefore, the rate of electron
apture in the centre of the star was not sufficient to induce its
ollapse in our simulations, when we used this initial configuration. 
till, using this progenitor is interesting as it will demonstrate that
ur results are not very sensitive to the initial conditions assumed. To
alculate the collapse, instead of continuing its evolution we simply 
nduced the collapse by providing the progenitor with an inwards 
elocity, resulting in kinetic energy of ∼10 50 erg. We also managed
o induce the collapse in a different simulation of this progenitor, by
rtificially reducing the value of Y e to 0.2 for the inner 5 × 10 −2 M �
f the progenitor, at time 0. The collapse took a little longer to occur
n this case (bounce occurred at t ≈ 2.5 s), but the results were
ery similar. Trajectories of mass elements as a function of time
re shown in Fig. 11 . Due to the large radius of this progenitor, the
ollapse occurs on a longer time-scale and bounce is only at t ≈ 0.7
. The outer ≈0.05M � of the star, which is a tenuous 4 He- 12 C- 16 O
nvelope at a radius of ∼10 5 km, did not mo v e significantly. Shock
MNRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
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Figure 12. The composition of the ejecta versus the accumulating mass 
coordinate for the Tauris et al. ( 2015 ) progenitor. The divergent shock is 
located at mass coordinate m ≈ 1.36M �, and so the outer region is at its 
initial composition. Below it there is a region which burnt partially and did 
not reach nickel. In the inner parts the composition is similar to previous 
cases, with 56 Ni at the outer zones ( ≈3 × 10 −2 M � in this case) and a narrow 

peak of 58 Ni (see Section 4.1.1 ). The 56 Ni abundance is shown in a thick 
green curve. 
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Figure 13. Initial density for two modified 1.5M � progenitors. One with 
a higher density envelope (blue) and another with an intermediate-density 
envelope (orange), compared to the Chandrasekhar mass isentropic progenitor 
(green). The density is the same as the isentropic progenitor until some point, 
m 0 , slightly below 1.35M �. From this point, we add an outer uniform shell 
whose physical properties are the same as those of the mass element at m 0 . 
To allow envelopes of different densities, we simply change m 0 by a small 
amount. 
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reakout did not occur during the entire simulation and is expected at
ime ≈10 s. Once it occurs this outer region is expected to be ejected
s well. 

Still, despite all of these differences, the collapse resembles the
ases studies in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 . An NS of ≈1.24M � formed.
he electron fraction is Y e ≈ 0.5 for the outer parts of the ejecta,
nd Y e ≈ 0.4 for the inner parts. At the final time of our simulation,
he divergent shock is located at mass coordinate m ≈ 1.36M �.
herefore, as shown in Fig. 12 , the composition at the outermost
art is the original, 16 O- 20 Ne- 24 Mg up to mass ≈1.39M �, and 4 He-
2 C- 16 O for the envelope. Below it there is a region which did go
hrough nuclear burning but did not reach nickel. In the inner parts,
he composition is similar to previous cases, with 56 Ni at the outer
ones ( ≈3 × 10 −2 M � in this case), a narrow peak of 56 Ni, and then
 some other iron peak elements where Y e ≈ 0.4 (see Section 4.1.1 ).
he velocities are in the range 1–2 × 10 9 cm s −1 for most of the
jecta. These are somewhat smaller, yet comparable to those found
n the previous cases. 

We conclude that stars which evolve in binaries may also go
hrough bare collapse and form an NS with similar mass, while
jecting mass with comparable properties, hence inducing a similar
bserved signal. 

.4 Differ ent isentr opic pr ogenitors 

e used the isentropic progenitor as a model to study the collapse
f different stars, focusing on the effect of varying the progenitors’
ass. 
We found that lighter progenitors with mass smaller than the

handrasekhar mass by up to ≈0.1M � (with central density and
emperature as in Section 3.5 ) may still collapse, with similar ejecta
roperties. In particular, this allows for the formation of even lighter
Ss. On the other hand, light enough stars are stable and do not

ollapse nor produce NSs. The particular point of transition from
table to unstable WD (given accurate EOS, reaction rates, and
eutrino cross sections) is unclear and should be further investigated.
NRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
Turning to heavier progenitors, we considered progenitors of
pproximately Chandrasekhar mass, with an outer envelope added on
op. These progenitors are the same as the original Chandrasekhar-

ass isentropic progenitor up to some point which is approximately
t m 0 ≈ 1.35M �, namely slightly below the original boundary. From
his point, we add an outer uniform shell whose physical properties
re the same as those of the mass element at m 0 . To allow envelopes
f different densities, we simply change m 0 by a small amount. Some
xamples of initial configurations of heavier progenitors are shown
n Fig. 13 . 

We note that adding the mass in this way can have significant and
on-trivial impact on the fate of the progenitor. For example instead
f going through ECSN it may explode as a Type Ia SN. We do not
onsider these possibilities here. Instead, we only try to shed some
ight on the possible consequences of collapse of heavier progenitors
ssuming ECSN occurs in these initial conditions, without discussing
he extent to which these conditions are valid to describe realistic

ore massive ECSN progenitors. As such these results should be
aken with a grain of salt and clearly the question what is the structure
f heavier progenitors should be explored more extensively. With all
hat being said, one possible realistic scenario for ECSNe of WDs
ith envelopes could rise from the merger of two WDs, as suggested
y Lyutikov & Toonen ( 2019 ) and Lyutikov ( 2022 ) (others may
nclude the partial shedding of a heavier envelope in the pre-collapse
volution due two stellar wind or interaction with a binary). So
lthough these simplified models are artificial from a stellar evolution
oint of view, they can give us indications on what happens in realistic
onfigurations of this nature. 

For progenitors with envelopes whose density is above a certain
alue, our simulations resulted in a collapse leading to similar ejecta
roperties, mass, and composition, as in Section 4.1 , independent of
he mass. Specifically, for the particular case of ρenv ≈ 10 7 g cm 

−3 ,
nd envelope mass up to 0.25M �, we found mass ejection of 0.11–
.14M �, of which 2–3 × 10 −2 M � was composed of 56 Ni, at ejecta
elocities of 1–3 × 10 9 cm s −1 . Trajectories of mass elements as a
unction of time, and the composition of the ejecta, for a ≈1.5M �
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Figure 14. Trajectories of mass elements for a progenitor with a high density 
envelope, and total mass ≈1.5M �. The progenitor undergoes collapse similar 
to previous cases, with ≈0.14M � ejected. This results in the formation of 
a 1.37M � NS, which is heavier compared to all cases studied in previous 
sections. There is a slight early expansion of the very outer mass element 
near the boundary of the progenitor, caused by the initial progenitor being 
out of hydrostatic equilibrium. 

Figure 15. The final composition of the ejecta for a progenitor with a high 
density envelope, and total mass ≈1.5M �. The 56 Ni mass, ≈3 × 10 −2 M �, 
and the composition are similar to those found in previous studied cases. 
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Figure 16. The remnant NS mass versus the progenitor mass. It is approxi- 
mately linear with slope 1, meaning that excess mass in the progenitor stays 
bound as part of the NS. This occurs for progenitors with dense enough 
envelopes. 

Figure 17. The 56 Ni mass in the ejecta versus the progenitor mass. About 
half of the added mass is ejected as 56 Ni. The nucleosynthesis results were 
also validated using SKYNET . This occurs for progenitors with envelopes of a 
limited range of densities. 
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rogenitor, are shown in Figs 14 and 15 , respectively. The resulting
S is, of course, correspondingly heavier. Fig. 16 shows that the 
S mass increases linearly with the progenitor mass with slope 

pproximately 1. As the mean mass for NSs in BNS systems is
1.33M � ( ̈Ozel & Freire 2016 ), these calculations show that bare

ollapse is consistent with the formation of BNS systems in this
egard as well. 

In the other limit, where the envelope density is very small (in
articular lying at large radii), the envelope does not affect the 
ollapse or the resulting NS significantly. Instead, the envelope is 
imply ejected, without undergoing nuclear burning. 

In the intermediate-density regime, we were able to find cases 
here the envelope was on the one hand dense enough to collapse

and in particular reach the suitable thermodynamic state for nuclear 
 urning), b ut on the other hand is light enough for most of the mass
hat was added to eventually be ejected upon the bounce. Fig. 17
epicts the 56 Ni mass as a function of the progenitor mass, for the
articular case of ρenv ≈ 10 6 g cm 

−3 . It can be seen that about half of
he added mass is converted to 56 Ni. The largest progenitor we con-
idered, with a mass of 1.66M �, produces 16 × 10 −2 M � of 56 Ni, five
o eight times larger than the amount formed in the Chandrasekhar-

ass progenitors. We also validated these nucleosynthesis results 
sing SKYNET , by the method discussed in Section 4.1.1 , and found
n e xcellent agreement. F or these progenitors, the mass of the formed
NS was 1.25–1.3M �. Trajectories of mass elements as a function
f time, and the composition of the ejecta, for a ≈1.5M � progenitor,
re shown in Figs 18 and 19 , respectively. The amount of 56 Ni
ormed in this particular intermediate-density regime progenitors, 
 × 10 −2 M �, is considerably larger from all previous simulations of
CSNe. F or instance, Sa wada et al. ( 2022 ) argued that it is difficult

o achieve 56 Ni mass larger than 5 × 10 −2 M �. The particularly
igh amount of 56 Ni in our simulations may arise from the specific
nvelope density we have chosen (together with the simplified 
odel of uniform envelope density). While such models may not 

escribe correctly realistic ECSN progenitors, they still suggest that 
MNRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
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Figure 18. Trajectories of mass elements for a progenitor with an 
intermediate-density envelope, and total mass ≈1.5M �. The progenitor 
undergoes collapse similar to previous cases and result in the formation of a 
1.29M � NS. Most of the additional envelope mass is ejected, yet some of it 
remains bound and the NS is slightly heavier compared to the cases studied 
in previous sections. In this intermediate-density envelope density case, the 
56 Ni mass is significantly larger. 

Figure 19. The final composition of the ejecta for a progenitor with an 
intermediate-density envelope, and a total mass ≈1.5M �. The 56 Ni mass 
is ≈9 × 10 −2 M �, significantly larger than previously studied cases. The 
nucleosynthesis results were also validated using SKYNET . 
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ome unique progenitors could synthesize more 56 Ni than previously
stimated. 

 OBSERVATION  A L  S I G N  ATU R E  

.1 Fast transients 

he gravitational collapse of bare degenerate cores results in many
ases in the ejection of ∼0.1M �, at about 0.1 c . The outermost
ayer of this ejecta is composed of ∼0.02M � of 56 Ni. The decay
f this 56 Ni will produce an ultra-stripped SN with very different
haracteristic luminosity and rise time from a typical SN. We turn
ow to consider the observational characteristics of such an outer
hin shell of radioactive nickel, as it expands homologously. We use
 simple model that gives an order-of-magnitude estimate of the
bserved bolometric luminosity, peak time, and temperatures. 
NRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
Consider a shell of mass M , radius R , and width � R , which is
oving homologously so that R = vt and � R ∝ t . Let M 56 Ni be the
ass of 56 Ni within the shell and κ the opacity of the shell. The

ptical depth across the shell is given by 

= 

∫ R 

R−�R 

κρd r ≈ κM 

4 π ( vt) 2 
, (1) 

here we have assumed that the opacity is constant, the density does
ot depend too strongly on r , and � R � R . Since the 56 Ni is arranged
n a thin shell this reduces τ by a factor of 3, compared to a sphere. 

Radiation escapes at time t only from regions whose optical depth
′ 
satisfies c / τ

′ 
> v. At early times, the ef fecti ve observ able mass is

 obs ( t ) = 4 πcvt 2 / κ and the bolometric light curve rises like t 2 . The
uminosity peaks when radiation can escape from the whole shell,
amely at 

 peak = 

√ 

κM 

4 πcv 
≈ 0 . 5 d 

κ
1 / 2 
−1 M 

1 / 2 
−2 

v 
1 / 2 
−1 

, (2) 

here we use the notation Q x = Q /10 x in cgs units but masses are
easured in M �, velocities in c and time in days. 
For t peak � τ56 Ni the peak luminosity is 

 peak ≈ M 56 Ni ε56 Ni 

τ56 Ni 
≈ 7 . 7 × 10 41 × M 56 Ni , −2 erg s −1 , (3) 

here ε56 Ni ≈ 2 . 96 × 10 16 er g g −1 is the ener gy released per gram
f decaying 56 Ni, τ56 Ni ≈ 8 . 8 d is the mean lifetime of 56 Ni, and
 56 Ni , −2 = M 56 Ni / (10 −2 M �). The ef fecti ve temperature, 

 peak = 

( L peak 

4 π ( vt peak ) 2 σ

)1 / 4 
≈ 1 . 6 × 10 4 κ−1 / 4 

−1 v 
−1 / 4 
−1 

×
(M 56 Ni 

M 

)1 / 4 
K , (4) 

orresponds to a UV/blue signal. The spectrum will show lines
ccording to the specific composition typical for bare collapse, which
s mostly iron group and lighter elements. We expect that different
are collapses should have comparable spectra. 
After the peak, the luminosity decreases due to a combination of

he decrease in the amount of the decaying 56 Ni, and the leakage
f the decay products out from the expanding system. The latter is
ore important, leading to a significantly faster decline than the one

rising from the 56 Ni lifetime. We expect the whole system to be
ptically thin long before we can see the typical radioactive decay
ime of 56 Ni. 

A typical value of M 56 Ni = 0 . 02-0.03M � of 56 Ni is sufficient to
xplain a fast transient with a peak luminosity of ≈2 × 10 42 erg s −1 or
qui v alently a peak absolute magnitude of ≈−17. The largest values
f 56 Ni that we have found of ≈0.16M � yields a peak absolute
agnitude of M peak ≈ −19. The typical rise time of these events is

–2 d. 
Combining equations ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) we obtain the ejecta velocity

eeded for a given rise time, and peak absolute magnitude: 

 −1 = 0 . 25 κ−1 
M −2 

t 2 peak , 1 

≈ 3 . 2 k −1 
M 

M 56 Ni 

L peak , 43 

t 2 peak , 1 

. (5) 

he minimal required velocity to obtain a transient of given peak
ime t peak and peak absolute magnitude M peak for a given M 56 Ni 

s shown in Fig. 20 , assuming κ−1 = 1. This minimal velocity is
btained when M = M 56 Ni . Also shown is the dependence of M peak 

n t peak for different 56 Ni masses. Together, this outlines the region
n which fast flares can be explained by bare collapses. These values
an explain many of the fast transients and in particular most of the
golden sample’ of Drout et al. ( 2014 ). 
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Figure 20. Contour map of the minimal required velocity for given peak 
time and peak absolute magnitude, obtained for a given outer shell of M 56 Ni , 
namely M = M 56 Ni and κ−1 = 1. The black curves (full lines) correspond 
to the values v/ c = 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1. Each such curve 
defines the most luminous events theoretically possible by our model, for a 
giv en v elocity v. The black dashed lines sho w the v alue of M peak for M 56 Ni = 

0 . 02 , 0 . 03 , 0 . 05 , 0 . 1 , 0 . 16 , 0 . 25 M �. The bold full curve corresponds to v/ c = 

0.1 which is the typical velocity for most of the ejecta, and the bold dashed line 
corresponds to M 56 Ni = 0 . 16 M � which is the highest 56 Ni mass obtained in 
our simulations. Also shown in red are some of the PS1 fast transients (Drout 
et al. 2014 , as circles) and AT 2018cow (as a star). 
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.2 Other possible obser v ational signatures 

.2.1 Very luminous fast transients 

he luminosity arising from 

56 Ni decay in bare collapses can explain 
any of the fast transients. For example it is sufficient to explain the

golden sample’ discussed by Drout et al. ( 2014 ). Ho we ver, it falls
hort of the brightest ones like AT 2018cow whose peak luminosity is
4 × 10 44 erg s −1 (Perley et al. 2019 ) or the brightest fast transients

eported by (Drout et al. 2014 ) that would require more than 0.3M �
f 56 Ni. 
The ejecta of ∼0.1M � travelling at ∼0.1 c has a significant kinetic

nergy of the order of ∼10 51 erg. This is comparable to the kinetic
nergy of a typical (much more massive) SN. Tapping even a small
raction of this energy can lead to a signal that explains the brightest
ransients. This could happen if on a time-scale of a day or so, the
jecta collide with material in the proximity of up to ≈0.1 light day
rom to the progenitor. Such material could be mass ejected from the
rogenitor just prior to the collapse. While we cannot demonstrate 
hat such mass ejection takes place on this time-scale, given the 
ssential e xtensiv e mass-loss of progenitors for bare collapse and the
ast evolution during the last stages before the collapse, this is clearly
ossible. Assuming the material with which the ejecta collides had 
 velocity v w , it would have needed to escape the progenitor up to
10 [ v w /(3000 km s −1 )] −1 d prior to the collapse. 
If the mass of the ejecta, ∼0.1M �, is smaller than the mass with

hich it collides, this collision could transfer a large fraction of the
inetic energy to thermal energy. This is about 100–1000 times larger 
han the total energy released by the radioactive decay of the 56 Ni.
his could easily power even the very rare brightest events. It is

mportant to note that much smaller mass is needed for this scenario
o happen, as compared to a similar situation with standard SNe 
hich eject much more mass. Moreo v er, this scenario can fit nicely
ith the evolution of bare collapse progenitors which lose most of

heir envelope. 

.2.2 The remnants 

n the long run, bare collapse events produce an SN remnant (SNR)
ike signature. As the ejecta expands it sweeps up mass. Initially it is
oasting at a constant velocity and as it accumulates more and more
ass the luminosity increases like t 2 . The Sedov–Taylor (ST) phase 

egins at 

 ST = 

( 

3 M ej 

4 πρISM 

v 3 ej 

) 1 / 3 

≈ 40 yr M 

1 / 3 
ej , −1 n 

1 / 3 
ISM 

v −1 , (6) 

here n ISM 

is the interstellar medium (ISM) density. At this stage 
he ejecta have passed through a mass of ISM equal to M ej . The
nergy dissipation rate is maximal at t ST . As the mass of the ejecta is
uch lower than the mass of an SN ejecta and its velocity is faster,

 ST is shorter by about a factor of ≈10, than in a regular SN. This
mplies that the peak bolometric luminosity of this bare-collapse 
NR, ≈10 42 erg s −1 , is larger than the peak luminosity of a regular
NR by a similar factor. This luminosity is comparable to the peak

uminosity of a rare SNR arising from a superluminous SN. Over 
ven longer time-scale the Sedov–Taylor phase continues and it will 
e impossible to distinguish this remnant from a regular SNR. In this
hase all that matter is the total energy and the external density and
he initial ejecta mass and velocity are not rele v ant. 
 DI SCUSSI ON  

e have shown that the collapse of a bare stellar core of around
handrasekhar mass results in a light, ≈1.2–1.35M �, NS and 
jection of ≈0.1–0.2M � at ≈0.1c. We considered two evolutionary 
onfigurations that were derived from stellar evolution simulations 
y Jones et al. ( 2013 ) and by Tauris et al. ( 2015 ). Similar results were
btained for an isentropic initial configuration of hot WD, and even
hen a light envelope of ≤0.35M � was added to it. 
Naturally, this NS is rather light. This is consistent with the

bservation that the mean mass of the NSs in BNS systems is
1.33M � ( ̈Ozel & Freire 2016 ). With such a small mass ejected,
 binary composed of this progenitor and a companion NS would
emain bound with small eccentricity and small proper motion. The 
ouble pulsar PSR J0737 −3039 is a prototype of a system that
ormed in this way (Piran & Shaviv 2005 ). This is also consistent
ith the observations that BNS systems with lower eccentricity and 

ower CM motion, which are expected to form in this channel, involve
ighter NSs (van den Heuvel 2007 , 2011 ). 

The collapse ejects ∼0.1M � of iron group elements with an outer
hell composed mostly of 56 Ni. This outermost region where 56 Ni was
ormed had Y e = 0.5, consistently with the equal number of protons
nd neutrons in this isotope. This radioactive ejecta results in fast
ransients for two reasons. First, the ejecta velocities are ≈2–3 × 10 9 

m s −1 . As the rise time of the light curve is proportional to v ej 
−1/2 ,

his leads to faster transients by a factor of ≈ √ 

3 , as compared to
raditional SNe with v ej = 10 9 cm s −1 (see e.g. Arcavi et al. 2016 ).
econd, the 56 Ni lays in a shell at the outermost layer of the ejecta.
he rise time determined by the expansion of a shell, rather than a
phere, is faster by a factor of up to 

√ 

3 . Moreo v er, the rise time
as found to depend on the 56 Ni mass, rather than the entire ejecta
ass. Together these tw o f actors combine to shorten the transients

y a factor of ≈3, for a given 56 Ni mass. For the particular ejecta we
btained in our simulations, we found rise times of 0.5–2 d. 
MNRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
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Chandrasekhar mass progenitors, both isentropic and evolutionary
i.e. evolved in detailed stellar evolution schemes), induce an ejection
f 0.02–0.03M � of 56 Ni, resulting in a peak luminosity of ≈2 × 10 42 

rg s −1 or equi v alently a peak absolute magnitude of ≈−17. This
an explain the lower end of the fast flares. Even higher amounts
f 56 Ni ejecta were found in (synthetic) progenitors that included an
dditional envelope. The largest amount of 56 Ni that we have found
as 0.16M �, corresponding to a peak absolute magnitude of −19,
hich already explains a large fraction of the observed fast transients

Drout et al. 2014 ). 
If the ejecta collides with a massive shell that was ejected within

 few days prior to the collapse then the large kinetic energy of the
jecta, which is of order 10 51 erg, can be tapped (see e.g Moriya
t al. 2013 ; Blinnikov 2017 ; De et al. 2018 ; Fox & Smith 2019 ;
eung, Fuller & Nomoto 2021 ). This can explain the brighter end
f the transients. In fact, the combination of the radioactive signal
nd interaction of the fast ejecta with earlier outflow can explain
ouble-peak ed f ast transients, lik e iPTF 14gqr-SN 2014ft (De et al.
018 ). 
Eventually the ejecta will interact with the surrounding ISM and

roduce an SNR. The SNR will peaks on a time-scale of ∼40 yr with
 peak luminosity larger than a typical peak luminosity of a regular
NR by a factor of almost 10. Ho we ver, these are rare events and it
ill be difficult to catch on in such a phase. The longer term (Sedov
hase and later) of this SNR will be similar to a regular SNR. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

nalysis of the properties (eccentricity and proper motion) of
alactic binary pulsars has shown that most NSs in these systems

ormed with minimal mass ejection and without a kick velocity
Beniamini & Piran 2016 ). Moti v ated by these observations we
av e e xplored here bare collapses that arise when a stellar core that
as lost all its envelope undergoes electron capture and collapse.
ur calculation begins with stellar progenitors (evolutionary and

ynthetic) at the end of their life; we calculate the collapse that arises
ue to electron capture and following the bounce and mass ejection.
ucleosynthesis and neutrino transport calculations are carried
ut during the hydrodynamic calculation. The nucleosynthesis is
onfirmed later with more detailed calculations using a much larger
uclear network. 
Our main findings are: 

(i) Bare collapse forms a light NS within the observed range of
ass for NSs in BNS systems. When this collapse takes place in a

inary, due to the small mass ejected the binary remains bound, in
lmost circular orbit, and will have a small kick velocity. 

(ii) The collapse ejects ∼0.1M � of iron group elements with an
uter shell composed mostly of 56 Ni. The typical velocities of the
jected shell are 2–3 × 10 9 cm s −1 . 

(iii) The typical 56 Ni mass in the ejecta is ∼0.02M �. This result
s consistent with pre vious explosi ve nucleosynthesis simulations
e.g. Moriya et al. 2017 ; Sawada et al. 2022 ). 

(iv) For Chandrasekhar mass progenitors, this radioactive ejecta
esults in a fast transient whose peak absolute magnitude is up to
−17.2 and whose rise time is as short as ≈1 d. 
(v) The addition of a small envelope around the core can increase

roportionally the 56 Ni mass in the ejecta. This could create even
righter transients. The progenitor models used for this finding are
ome what artificial. Ho we v er, the y demonstrate the possibility of
roducing more 56 Ni than estimated in earlier studies. 
NRAS 518, 623–635 (2023) 
(vi) The kinetic energy of the ejecta, ∼10 51 erg, can po wer e ven
righter events if the progenitor ejected a significant wind a few days
rior to the collapse. 
(vii) The resulting SNR would have an earlier and brighter peak

han a regular SNR. Ho we ver, at a later stage it will resemble a
egular SNR. 

Our results demonstrate that bare collapse is a valid mechanism
or NS formation and in particular for the formation of NS binaries.
hey also demonstrate that these events can be observed as fast bright

ransients. With transient searches getting better and better sky and
emporal co v erage it will be interesting to compare the BNS and fast
ransients statistics to see if the two are consistent. 
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PPENDIX  A :  T H E  EFFECT  O F  N E U T R I N O S  

s discussed in Section 2.2 , there is a common understanding that
here are three main mechanisms for mass ejection in ECSNe: 
he prompt , the delayed-neutrino , and the neutrino-driven wind 

echanisms. There has been e xtensiv e research comparing between 
he first two; Various different 1D simulations have shown that when 
eutrino physics is included, the bounce shock is stalled and a prompt
xplosion fails (Hillebrandt et al. 1984 ; Baron et al. 1987b ; Baron,
ooperstein & Kahana 1987a ; Mayle & Wilson 1988 ; Fryer et al.
999 ; Kitaura, Janka & Hillebrandt 2006 ). In most cases, neutrino
eating was able to re vi ve the shock on a time-scale of ∼100 ms,
omparable to the neutrino diffusion time-scales. Consequently, there 
s a delay by a similar amount between the time of bounce and the

igure A1. Trajectories of mass elements for the isentropic progenitor, with 
eutrino physics turned off. The collapse is induced by reducing the value of
 e to 0.2 at the inner 5 × 10 −2 M � of the progenitor, as it is otherwise stable

n our simulations. Bounce and shock breakout occur only a few ms apart,
ndicative of the prompt mechanism. Only ≈0.05M � is ejected, a smaller 
mount compared to the case with neutrinos enabled, and comparable to the
mount of ejecta in the work of Sharon & Kushnir ( 2020 ). 
igure A2. Trajectories of mass elements for the isentropic progenitor, with
eutrino physics enabled. The initial value of Y e was reduced to 0.2 at the inner
 × 10 −2 M � of the progenitor, as in Fig. A1 , for a fair comparison. Bounce
ccurs slightly earlier compared to the case without neutrinos, because 
lectron capture expedites the collapse. There is a clear delay of nearly 150 ms
etween the time of bounce and shock breakout, indicative of the delayed-
eutrino mechanism. The amount of delay agrees with previous works. The
mount of mass ejected is larger compared to the case without neutrinos. 

ime of shock breakout. It is suggested that this time delay should be
etween 20 and 200 ms (Fryer et al. 1999 ). Other simulations (Fryer
t al. 1999 ; Sharon & Kushnir 2020 ) showed that when neutrino
hysics is not included, a prompt explosion succeeds and shock 
reakout occurs only a few ms after bounce. 
In this short appendix we revisit this topic. We ran two identical

imulations of our isentropic Chandrasekhar mass progenitor, once 
hen neutrino transport was enabled and once when it was turned
ff. In the latter case, the electron fraction remains constant during
he entire simulation. Without neutrinos, the progenitor was stable in 
ur simulations. To induce the collapse, we artificially reduced the 
alue of the electron fraction Y e to 0.2 for the inner 5 × 10 −2 M � of
he progenitor, at time 0. To allow a fair comparison, we did the same
or the simulation with neutrinos enabled, even though it would have
till collapsed without this adjustment. 

Trajectories of mass elements as a function of time are shown in
igs A1 –A2 for the cases without and with neutrinos, respectively.
n the case without neutrinos shock breakout occurs only a few
s after bounce, indicative of the prompt mechanism. Contrary, 

n the case with neutrinos there is a clear delay of nearly 150 ms
etween bounce and the ejection of the outermost layer, indicative of
he delayed neutrino mechanism. The amount of delay agrees with 
revious works. The inclusion of neutrinos increases the amount of 
jecta, 8 which could be a part of the reason why some previous works
eport less ejecta than us, c.f. Sharon & Kushnir ( 2020 ). 

 Note that in the simulations shown in this appendix the ejecta mass is smaller
han the ejecta mass obtained in Section 4 . This occurs due to the fact that
ere the initial progenitor is modified to have lower Y e in the centre at the
eginning of the simulation. 
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